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INTRODUCTION

Aptamers are small (20-100 nucleotide) structured DNA or RNA oligonucleotides that 

interact with a target molecule with a high degree of specificity and affinity. Aptamers can 

be generated with affinities similar to those of monoclonal antibodies and have been referred 
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to as “chemical antibodies” or “nucleic acid antibodies” [1]. Several aptamers are currently 

undergoing various stages of clinical trials [2], and one aptamer, Macugen, has been FDA 

approved for the treatment of age-related macular degeneration [2].

Aptamers with affinity and selectivity for a target can be developed utilizing the SELEX 

process [3, 4], Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential enrichment. The SELEX 

process begins with a DNA or RNA oligonucleotide library that contains 5′ and 3′ constant 

regions flanking a variable region. The length of the variable region, which typically ranges 

from 20 to 60 nucleotides, dictates the complexity of the starting aptamer library, yielding 

1012 to 1036 different aptamer sequences, respectively. The SELEX process removes non-

specific aptamers from the library and enriches for aptamers highly specific for the target 

molecule using a combination of negative and positive selection pressures. The SELEX 

process has been adapted to include a wide-range of conditions. For all SELEX processes, 

the sequence information of the enriched aptamers must be determined. Originally, the 

precise sequences of aptamers from the final round of selection was obtained using sub-

cloning techniques followed by sequencing each clone one at a time. High-throughput 

sequencing (HTS) fundamentally changed the aptamer field by enabling the sequencing of 

hundreds of millions of reads from multiple rounds of a selection [5-8]. With aptamer HTS 

data came the need for more sophisticated aptamer bioinformatics methods [9]. 

Bioinformatics analysis of these HTS data is necessary to narrow down the hundreds of 

millions of sequences to a select few candidates that can be feasibly evaluated 

experimentally [5].

Aptamer bioinformatics begins with pre-processing the aptamer HTS data to remove 

adapter/barcode/constant region sequences and sequences with mismatches within the 

constant region. Pre-processing also consists of setting a variable region length cutoff and 

counting the number of identical reads [5, 10, 11]. The next step of aptamer bioinformatics 

is a first pass course filtering to separate non-selected sequences from selected sequences. 

This first pass filtering can be accomplished by a variety of methods: 1) calculating fold 

enrichment of an aptamer sequence between selection rounds [5, 10-12]; 2) comparing the 

round representation of each sequence to a non-selected round (e.g., round 0) [5]; 3) 

comparing the number of identical reads of a sequence (read count) to a non-selected round 

(e.g., round 0) [5]; and 4) isolating aptamer sequences with shared homology [13]. 

Frequently, a subsequent second pass in-depth analysis is performed to identify sequence 

families [5, 7, 12, 13], structure families [5], motifs[14, 15] and potential beneficial 

mutations [16]. Several bioinformatics tools have been generated to analyze aptamer HTS 

data [9, 10, 13, 16]. Unfortunately, many of these tools are either not easily accessible, have 

extensive requirements prior to use or require significant computational/coding expertise. 

These requirements exclude most molecular biologists with expertise in aptamer selections 

from conducting their own data analysis. To meet this critical need we have adapted the 

web-based Galaxy Project [17-19] tools for analyzing HTS genome, exome and 

transcriptome datasets for the analysis of HTS aptamer data. The Galaxy Project’s public 

webserver, termed the “Main instance,” is a freely available collection of bioinformatics 

tools that are powerful, flexible, dynamic, and most importantly easy to use with minimal 

computational expertise/knowledge. All that is needed to start using Galaxy is a web 

browser, a freely available account with Galaxy and aptamer HTS data. Herein, we describe 
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methods where we have adapted the tools within Galaxy to pre-process and conduct a first-

pass course analysis of aptamer HTS data.

EQUIPMENT

1. Computer

A computer is necessary to store and upload data files. These files will include HTS data 

(e.g. FASTQ) and text files with output data. Any computer capable of running a current 

web browser along with an internet connection will be sufficient.

2. Web browser

All major web browsers (e.g. Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari, Opera) are 

supported by Galaxy.

3. Galaxy Project Main webserver account

This article is based on a registered account of the web-based Main instance of Galaxy 

(https://usegalaxy.org/). The registration process (https://usegalaxy.org/user/create?

use_panels=True) requires a valid email address and an approval with the Galaxy Web 

Portal Service Agreement (https://usegalaxy.org/static/terms.html). Each user is allowed one 

registered account, which includes 250GB server space for data and permits running a 

maximum of six concurrent jobs. The Galaxy Wiki includes additional information about 

Galaxy Main user accounts (https://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Learn/UserAccounts) and a video 

walk-through (https://vimeo.com/75925027) of the Galaxy Main registration is available 

online.

METHODS

1. Getting Started

1.1. Galaxy webserver workspace—The Main instance of the Galaxy webserver 

workspace includes three panels. The left-most panel contains all of the tools used for data 

analysis and is referred to as “Tools”. These tools are reference throughout this article (e.g. 

NGS: QC and manipulation\Collapse). The right-most panel keeps track of data files and 

work history of the data analysis and will be referred to as “History”. Selecting a data file 

within the History will expand the data files options. These options include view data, edit 

attributes, deleting and download. The central panel is a dynamic space and will contain the 

menu options for selected tools from Tools or a sample of data from files selected within the 

History.

1.2. Getting help—Galaxy includes extensive documentation through the Galaxy Wiki 

(https://wiki.galaxyproject.org/). When a tool under Tools is selected, the middle panel of 

Galaxy will include instructions and examples of data input and output.

1.3. Moving files—The analysis of HTS aptamer data using Galaxy will require uploading 

data files to the Galaxy web server. These files may include compressed HTS raw data files 

and text files for using the Barcode Splitter tool. The Galaxy webserver has multiple routes 
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for uploading data files. Small files, such as the barcode text file, can be uploaded using The 

Get Data\Upload File > Choose Local File option. However, large files, such as the raw 

HTS data files, will need to be uploaded using FTP and may take several hours (10+) 

depending on network connection speeds and file sizes. More information on uploading data 

files by FTP is available on the Galaxy Wiki (https://wiki.galaxyproject.org/FTPUpload) 

and a video walk-through describing all of the methods for uploading data to the Galaxy 

web server can be found at (https://vimeo.com/75938324). Downloading data files from the 

Galaxy web server can be accomplished by selecting the download option of a file within 

the work history.

1.4. Running multiple jobs—Each tool running is referred to as a “job” and Galaxy 

allows registered users to run up to six jobs concurrently. Each “job” may take several 

minutes to several hours to complete depending on server load and the complexity of the 

“job”. Tools within Galaxy can be stacked sequentially in the History and several jobs may 

be executed prior to the previous tool completing a task. The History panel color codes each 

“job” to reflect status; green = completed, yellow = currently working; grey = queued; red = 

failed.

1.5. Edit attributes—Data files in the History are numbered sequentially and are 

referenced with the tool from the previous job. This information can be edited by expanding 

the data file in the History and selecting the “Edit attributes” pencil icon.

1.6. HTS aptamer data format—The characteristics of the HTS aptamer data (e.g. 

FASTQ) should be understood prior to bioinformatics analysis. To date, Illumina sequencers 

are the most common HTS platform for acquired HTS aptamer data. Three criteria should be 

noted from DNA amplicon molecule (Figure 1) used to attain HTS aptamer data:

1.6.1. Read length: Read length refers to the number of nucleotides sequenced and is a fixed 

number ranging from 50 to 150 nucleotides. The read length is important with aptamer HTS 

data in determining how far the sequence data extends through the variable region into the 3′ 

constant region. Longer read lengths will likely extend through the entirety of the 3′ constant 

region into the Illumina priming/adapter sequence.

1.6.2. Single-end read or paired-end read: Single-end read describes HTS data attained 

from one end of the amplicon DNA molecule (Read 1). Single-end reads may start analysis 

with barcode splitting (Step 2.2). Single-end reads with 100 nucleotide read lengths will be 

sufficient for most aptamer libraries. Paired-end read refers to sequence attained from both 

ends of the same amplicon DNA molecule (Read 1 and Read 2). A paired-end read will 

include the single-end read data (Read 1) along with reads from the opposing end of the 

amplicon DNA molecule (Read 2). Paired-end reads may be used to extend the total 

sequence space to read lengths greater than attainable by Illumina sequencers or as 

additional error proofing. Currently the Galaxy webserver does not have tools to merge or 

error proof paired end reads with overlapping regions of sequence information.

1.6.3. Barcode index: The DNA amplicon library sequenced can be multiplexed to contain 

multiple rounds of selection. Each multiplexed round of selection is labeled by a unique six 
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to eight nucleotide sequence identifier called a barcode. Barcodes may be indexed by 

Illumina, which will be barcode split during sequencing, or non-Illumina indexed barcodes, 

which will require barcode splitting (Step 2.2).

2. FASTQ barcode split (Figure 2)

2.1. Upload raw HTS data—This article assumes the HTS data is from an Illumina 

sequencing run. Follow the Galaxy wiki guide to upload the raw FASTQ Illumina HTS data 

file by FTP (https://wiki.galaxyproject.org/FTPUpload). The Galaxy web server will 

decompress these files, if necessary.

2.2. Discard low quality reads—Inherent to Illumina HTS data are low quality reads, 

which should be removed from the data set. Read quality is assessed at each base call within 

the read by a Phred quality score (Q-score). The Q-score (Q) is a measure of the probability 

(Q = -10 log10 P where P = probability) that the base call is correct. Base calls with higher 

Q-score (e.g. Q-score 30) have a higher probability of being correct (e.g. Q = 30 has a 

99.9% probability of being correct). Reads may be filtered by Q-score using a threshold for 

the minimum accepted Q-score along with a percentage of the base calls within a read that 

must meet the minimum accepted Q-score. Galaxy provides a tool to filter reads by Q-score, 

NGS: QC and manipulation\Filter by quality. The NGS: QC and manipulation\FASTQ 

Groomer tool may be necessary to first convert the FASTQ data file to a format that the 

NGS: QC and manipulation\Filter by quality tool recognizes. The NGS: QC and 

manipulation\Filter by quality default settings require 90% of the base calls for a given read 

to have a Q-score of 20 (99% probability of being correct). Aptamer HTS data may use less 

stringent thresholds (e.g. Q-score =20; Percent threshold = 50%) due to other error 

eliminating procedures, such as filtering sequences for intact constant region sequence, and 

that aptamer bioinformatics does not focus on identifying exceptionally rare events.

2.3. Convert FASTQ to FASTA—The FASTQ file should be converted to FASTA using 

the Convert Formats/FASTQ to FASTA tool.

2.4. Sort barcoded data—If the Illumina run was multiplexed using non-Illumina 

indexed barcodes the data needs to be sorted using the Barcode Splitter tool. Create a text 

file that contains the round identification and barcodes separated by a tab. Each round 

identification with the corresponding barcode should be placed on a new line. If the barcode 

precedes the 5′ constant region sequence this step may be combined with next step, 3.1 

Filter data for intact 5′ constant region, by adding the 5′ constant region sequence to each 

barcode sequence. For additional help, follow the example detailed under the Barcode 

Splitter tool options. Upload this text file using Get Data\Upload File > Choose local file. 

Under Tools select NGS: QC and manipulation\Barcode Splitter. Under “Barcodes to use” 

select the text file containing the barcode information and under “Library to split” select the 

FASTA file of the HTS aptamer data. Select the appropriate “Barcodes found at” option, 

change the “Number of allowed mismatches” to 0 and “Number of allowed barcodes 

nucleotide deletions” to 0. Execute the Barcode Splitter tool. Upon completion the central 

panel of Galaxy will contain a table of barcode sorted data. These files should be 

downloaded and saved to a computer and then reuploaded to Galaxy using the Get Data
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\Upload File tool. Confirm that the uploaded files are labeled with the appropriate selection 

round.

3. Pre-processing aptamer HTS data (Figure 3)

3.1. Filter data for intact 5′ constant region—The Barcode Splitter tool may be used 

to filter selection round data for intact 5′ constant region. This may have already been 

accomplished in step 2.4 if the 5′ constant region sequence follows the barcode sequence. If 

not, then create a text file in the same format as previously described in step 2.4 using the 5′ 

constant sequence rather than the barcode. Follow the same steps as described in step 2.3 for 

using the NGS: QC and manipulation\Barcode Splitter tool and for downloading the sorted 

data back into Galaxy. These data will include aptamers that only have a full intact 5′ 

constant region. Download, save, and re-upload these data files as done in step 2.4 using Get 

Data\Upload File. Repeat for each round of selection.

3.2. Filter data for intact 3′ constant region, remove sequence with unknown 
bases (N)—Select the NGS: QC and manipulation\Clip tool. Under “Library to clip” select 

the round data to be processed. Set the “Minimum sequence length” to “1”. Select “Enter 

custom sequence” under “Source” and then enter the 3′ constant region sequence in the 

“Enter custom clipping sequence” box.

If the read length of the Illumina sequencing run does not cover the entire 3′ constant region, 

a partial match may be used with the clip tool. To determine an optimal 3′ constant region 

partial match select the Motif Tools\Sequence Logo tool. Select the data file under “Fasta 

File” and execute the tool. The output graph will provide a consensus sequence with the 5′ 

constant region and 3′ constant regions exhibiting significant homology. The consensus 

sequence of the 3′ constant region will give the optimal partial match. Be aware that too 

short of a sequence may cause unintended clipping of variable region sequence.

Leave the “enter non-zero value to keep the adapter sequence and x bases that follow it” at 

0. Select “Yes” for “Discard sequences with unknown (N) bases”. Under “Output options” 

select “Output only clipped sequences (i.e. sequences which contained the adapter)” option. 

Execute the Clip tool and repeat for each round of selection.

3.3. Remove the barcode sequence, 5′ constant region sequence—The 5′ 

constant region and barcode sequence can be removed using NGS: QC and manipulation

\Trim sequences tool. Select the appropriate file from the “Library to Clip” dropdown menu. 

Enter the starting position of the variable region as the “First base to keep”. For example, a 6 

nucleotide barcoded aptamer library with a 15 nucleotide 5′ constant region (23 nucleotides 

total) would have a variable region starting position of 24. Set the “Last base to keep” to 

“999” to retain all of the different lengths of variable region sequence. Filtering the sequence 

length of the variable region will be handled in step 3.4. Execute the Trim tool and repeat for 

each round of selection.

3.4. Filter variable region sequences by length—The remaining variable region 

sequences may include sequences that are too short or too long. Select the FASTA 

manipulation\Filter sequences by length tool and highlight the appropriate data file under 
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“Fasta file.” Enter the desired “Minimal length” and the desired “Maximum length” of the 

variable regions. A useful range of aptamer variable region lengths to retain would be within 

±20% of the variable region length (e.g. For a 40 nucleotide variable region aptamer library: 

Minimum = 32 nucleotides; Maximum = 48 nucleotides). Execute the Filter sequences by 

length tool and repeat for each round of selection.

3.5. Collapse duplicate variable region sequences—The Collapse tool reduces 

identical sequences into a single sequence with a count corresponding to the number of 

duplicates reads (read count). Select NGS: QC and manipulation\Collapse tool. Select the 

data to be collapsed from the “Library to collapse” dropdown menu. Execute the Collapse 

tool and repeat for each round of selection.

4. Assessing selection progression from aptamer HTS data

4.1. Determine unique reads and total reads—The number of total reads and unique 

reads can be obtained from the output of the Collapse tool. Select and expand the Collapse 

output file within History. The expanded Collapse output file will contain a summary of the 

number of unique sequences and the total number of reads those sequences represent (e.g. 

“Output: 100,000 sequences (representing 10,000,000 reads)”). These data may be copied 

into a data analysis program such as Microsoft Excel.

4.2. Calculate sequence enrichment—Sequence complexity is the relative amount of 

unique sequences as compared to total reads within each round of selection (% Complexity 

= Unique/Total) [5]. The percent sequence enrichment can be determined by taking the 

complement of sequence complexity (% Enrichment = 1-[Unique/Total]). Lower selection 

rounds (e.g. round 0) will have sequence enrichment near 0% (sequence complexity near 

100%) and higher selection rounds will exhibit significant increases in sequence enrichment 

(lower sequence complexity). Sequence enrichment plotted against the round of selection 

can then be analyzed to assess the progression of an aptamer selection.

5. Compile all HTS data across all selection rounds into a non-redundant aptamer 
database (Figure 4)

5.1. Tracking each sequence across all rounds of selection—Compiling a 

comprehensive database of aptamer HTS data allows for additional analysis described in 

section 6. The database tracks both the representation (round representation) and distribution 

(number of reads) of each unique sequence across all selection rounds. The creation of this 

database requires three steps. First, the formatting of each selection round data (step 5.2). 

Second, the creation of a key file that contains every unique sequence across all of the 

aptamer HTS data (step 5.3). Third, the key file is used to merge the data from each round of 

selection to create a non-redundant database of all unique sequences across all selection 

rounds (step 5.4).

5.2. Formatting data—Formatting data to create the non-redundant aptamer database 

requires two steps. Conversion of the FASTA formatted data to tabular format and a 

reordering of the tabular data.
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5.2.1. Convert data from FASTA to tabular: To generate the non-redundant database the 

key data file and all of the unique sequence data from each selection round needs to be first 

converted from FASTA format to tabular format. Select the Convert Formats\FASTA-to-

Tabular tool and select the appropriate data file from “Convert these sequences.” Set the 

“How many columns to divide title string into?” to 1 and the “How many title characters to 

keep?” to 0. Execute the FASTA-to-Tabular tool and repeat for each round of selection.

5.2.2. Restructure the Tabular data: To generate the non-redundant database the structure 

of the tabular data needs to be re-ordered with sequence in the first column and number of 

reads in the second column. This re-ordering uses three Galaxy tools sequentially, the 

Convert tool, the Paste tool and the Cut tool. Select the Text Manipulation\Convert tool and 

under “Convert all” select from the dropdown options “Dashes.” Under “in Dataset select 

the appropriate data file. Execute the Convert tool. The columns need to be duplicated 

within the tabular data file. Select the Text Manipulation\Paste tool and select the same data 

file under both the “Paste” menu and the “and” menu. Set the “Delimit by” to “Tabs.” 

Execute the Paste tool. The tabular data can be re-ordered by cutting the data in the order 

desired. Select the Text Manipulation\Cut tool and enter “c3,c5” under “Cut columns.” Set 

the “Delimited by” to “Tab” and the “From” to the appropriate data file. Execute the Cut 

tool. The resulting tabular data should contain sequence within the first column and the 

number of reads in the second column (or round representation for the key file). Rename the 

final data file appropriately using the “Edit attribute” option (see section 1.5). These tabular 

data files will be used in step 5.5 to create the non-redundant database.

5.3. Create a key file and obtain round representation data—The creation of the 

key file requires appending all of the round data into a single table and grouping these data 

using column containing the sequence information. Select the Text Manipulation

\Concatenate datasets tool. Under “Concatenate Dataset” add each selection round starting 

with the earliest round data file first. Execute the Concatenate datasets tool. Select the Join, 

Subtract and Group/Group tool. Under “Select data” select the concatenated data file. Under 

“Operation” expand the “Insert Option”. Under “Type” select the “Count” option and select 

“Column: 1” under “On Column.” Execute the Group tool.

5.4. Generate a non-redundant aptamer database—Creating the non-redundant 

aptamer database requires iteratively joining the data from each selection round. This 

process starts with the key file and the lowest round of selection (e.g. round 0) using the 

sequence as the common field for the joining of the two databases. Each subsequent 

selection rounds will then be joined to the growing non-redundant aptamer database.

5.4.1. Joining two datasets: Select the Join, Subtract and Group\Join two Datasets tool. 

Under “Join” select the key data file and under “using Column” select “Column: 1”. For the 

“with” field select the earliest selection round tabular data file and select “Column: 1” under 

the “and column” options. Select “Yes” for “Keep lines of the first input that do not join 

with second input” and select “Yes” for “Keep lines of first input that are incomplete.” 

Select “Yes” for “Fill empty columns”, which will expand revealing additional options. 
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Select “Yes” for “Only fill unjoined rows”, then select “Single fill value” under “Fill 

Columns by” and enter “0” for “Fill value.” Execute the Join tool.

5.4.2. Remove extra sequence column: The resulting file from the Join tool will include an 

extra sequence data within the second to last column. Following each Join tool job this extra 

column of sequence data should be removed. Select the Text Manipulation\Cut tool and 

enter “c1,c2,cN...,skip,cNlast” under “Cut columns”. The c1 column contains the variable 

sequence, the c2 column contains the round representation of the unique variable region 

sequence and the “cN” columns contain the read count of the variable region sequence from 

each round, the “skip” represents the second to last column containing the extra sequence 

data and the “cNlast” represents the last column containing the newly joined read count data 

of the variable region sequence (e.g. “c1,c2,c3,c4,c6” where “c5” was the extra column of 

sequence data). Set the “Delimited by” to “Tab” and the “From” to the appropriate data file. 

Execute the Cut tool. Confirm that the appropriate column of extra sequence data was 

removed. Repeat these steps with each selection round data using the previous output file.

5.4.3. Final aptamer non-redundant database: The final non-redundant aptamer database 

should contain multiple columns of data with column 1 containing sequence data, column 2 

containing round representation data, and all subsequent columns containing the number of 

reads from each round.

6. Analyzing and manipulating data from non-redundant database

6.1. Simple computation—Galaxy may be used to perform other simple calculations 

including addition, multiplication and division. For example, Galaxy may be used to sum the 

total number of reads across all selection rounds or Galaxy may be used to calculate the fold 

change in read number between two selection rounds. Select the Text Manipulation

\Compute tool. Under “Add expression” enter the simple calculation desired, select the non-

redundant database under “as a new column to” and select “YES” or “NO” under “Round 

result?”. Execute the Compute tool.

6.2. Variable region length histogram—Select the Convert Formats\Tabular-to-

FASTA tool and highlight the non-redundant database file under “Tab-delimited file.” 

Select any desired columns as the “Title column(s)” and “Column: 1” under the “Sequence 

column.” Execute the Tabular-to-FASTA tool. Select FASTA manipulation\Compute 

sequence length tool and highlight the previous Tabular-to-FASTA output file. Enter “0” for 

“How many title characters to keep?”. Select the Text Manipulation\Cut tool and enter “c2” 

under “Cut columns”, “Tab” under “Delimited by” and the appropriate data file under 

“From”. Execute the Cut tool. These data can be downloaded via the History “Download 

data” diskette icon and analyzed by another program such as R Studio or within Galaxy. To 

analyze and plot these data within Galaxy, select the Graph//Display Data\Histogram tool 

and the data to be analyzed under “Dataset”. Select “Column: 1” under “Numerical column 

for x axis”, enter “0” for “Number of breaks (bars)” and fill in the remaining fields as 

desired. Execute the Histogram tool. The histogram plot is outputted as a pdf file that can be 

downloaded from the History by selecting the “Download” diskette icon or viewed in 

Galaxy by selecting the “View data” eye icon.
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6.3. Round representation histogram—Round representation may be used to identify 

selected sequences over background non-selected sequences. Selected sequences exhibit 

persistence throughout a selection. A selected sequence will be observed in multiple rounds 

of selection whereas non-selected sequences will not be observed in multiple rounds of 

selection. Round representation of all sequences from each selection round can be compared 

to the round representation of sequences found within round 0 as a non-selected control. 

From these data a threshold of round representation may be established to use for filtering 

the non-redundant database (step 6.6).

Select the Text Manipulation\Cut tool and highlight the non-redundant database under 

“From” and under “Delimited by” select “Tab”. Under “Cut columns” enter the column with 

the round representation data and the column with the read data of the selection round to be 

analyzed separated by a comma (e.g. “c2,c6). Execute the Cut tool. Select the Filter and Sort

\Filter tool and select the Cut data under “Filter”. Enter under “With following condition” 

the expression “c2>0”. This logic statement will remove from the data file any sequences 

not found within the round being analyzed. Select the Graph//Display Data\Histogram tool 

and highlight the filtered data under “Dataset”. For the “Numerical column for x axis” field 

select “Column: 1” and enter “0” for “Number of breaks (bars)”. Execute the histogram tool 

and repeat with each selection round. Alternatively, the filtered data may be downloaded and 

analyzed using other programs such as R studio [20], which give significantly more 

flexibility in data analysis and data plotting.

6.4. Read count histogram—The number of reads for each sequence within a selection 

round may be used as a cutoff for separating selected sequences from non-selected 

sequences. To establish this cutoff the read number of sequences within selected rounds may 

be compared to the read number of round 0 as a non-selected control. Select the Text 

Manipulation\Cut tool and highlight the non-redundant database under “From” and under 

“Delimited by” select “Tab”. Under “Cut columns” enter the column with the reads for the 

round to be analyzed (e.g. “c6”). Execute the cut tool. Select the Graph/Display Data

\Histogram tool and highlight the cut data under “Dataset”. For the “Numerical column for x 

axis” field select “Column: 1” and enter “0” for “Number of breaks (bars)”. Execute the 

histogram tool and repeat with each selection round. As with round representation, other 

programs like R Studio [20] give more flexibility in data analysis and data plotting.

6.5. Normalizing reads—The total reads within each round will likely vary. To compare 

the changes in reads of a unique sequence across multiple selection rounds these data should 

be normalized using the total reads (obtained in step 4.1) from the round. Select the Text 

Manipulation\Compute tool. Under “Add expression” enter the round column number 

divided by the total reads for that selection round attained in step 4.1 then multiplied by a 

1,000,000 (e.g. “(c3/3384957)*1000000). Select the non-redundant database under “as a 

new column to” and select “NO” under “Round result?”. Execute the Compute tool and 

repeat for each selection round.

6.6. Filtering and sorting data—Galaxy is capable of using simple expressions to filter 

and sort data within the non-redundant database. This may be used to filter these data based 

upon a threshold identified during the round representation (section 6.4) and read count 
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(section 6.5) analysis. Both the Filter tool and Sort tool use Regular Expression, which is 

documented best under the Filter and Sort\Sort tool.

6.6.1. Filter data: To filter data, select the Filter and Sort\Filter tool and select the non-

redundant database under “Filter”. Enter the expression to be used as a filter (e.g. for round 

representation of at least 3 enter “c2>=3”) under “With the following condition” and enter 

“0” under “number of header lines to skip”. The expressions understood by Galaxy are 

described under “Syntax” within the Filter tool. Execute the Filter tool. Under the History, 

the filtered file will indicate the number of sequences that fulfilled the criteria and these data 

may be downloaded using the “Download” eye icon.

6.6.2. Sort data: To sort data, select the Filter and Sort\Sort tool and highlight the non-

redundant database under “Sort Dataset”. Select the appropriate column under “on column”, 

the type of sort under “with flavor” and the order under “everything in”. Multiple sort 

criteria may be used by selecting and expanding the “Insert Column selection” under 

“Column selection”. Execute the Sort tool.

7. Exporting data

7.1. Exporting data into into an excel spreadsheet—The table within Galaxy may 

be transferred into an Excel spreadsheet. However, Excel has a limitation on the number of 

lines supported (Excel 97/200/2002/2003 support 65,536 lines; Excel 2007/2010/2013 

1,048,576 lines). From the History, download the tabular data file. In Excel, select “Data” 

and find the “Get External Data” option “From Text”. Highlight “All Files” and select the 

Galaxy tabular data file. Excel will open a dialogue box that will guide importing the data 

from Galaxy, which is tab delimited.

7.2. Adding constant region sequences back—The 5′ and 3′ constant region 

sequences can be added back using the Text Manipulation\Add column tool. Enter the 

constant region to be added under the “Add this value”, highlight the non-redundant 

database under “to Dataset”, select “NO” for “Iterate?” and execute the tool. Use the Text 

Manipulation\Paste tool and Text Manipulation\Cut tool to reorder the sequence data 

appropriately (section 5.4). To create the full-length aptamer sequence, select the Text 

Manipulation\Merge Columns tool and select the re-ordered sequence data file under “Select 

data”. Under “Merge Column” highlight the 5′ constant region column and the variable 

region column under “with column”. Add the 3′ constant region by selecting and expanding 

the “Insert Columns” option and enter the 3′constant region column under “Add column”. 

Execute the Merge Columns tool.

7.3. As a FASTA formatted file—The non-redundant database may be converted back 

into FASTA format using the Convert Formats\Tabular-to-FASTA tool. Select the non-

redundant database under “Tab-delimited file” and “Column: 1” under “Sequence column”. 

The title column may include any data from any columns, including sequence data. Data 

from each column will be separated by an underscore “_” in the title. Execute the Tabular-

to-FASTA tool.
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7.4. Sharing data—A History, and all associated data, within Galaxy may be made 

available publically or shared with other registered Galaxy users. To share a History, select 

“History Options” gear icon within the History panel and select “Saved Histories” within the 

dropdown menu options. This should produce a list of all saved Histories within the central 

panel. Select the drop down menu next to the name of the History to be shared and select 

“Share or Publish”. Several options are available to share the History, select and appropriate 

option.

7.5. Automation—Galaxy includes the ability to automate jobs through “Workflows”, 

which involves a visual scripting language (https://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Learn/

AdvancedWorkflow). Workflows may be accessed by selecting “Workflow” from the top 

menu options. Workflows shared by other Galaxy users may be searched by selecting 

“Shared Data” from the top menu options and selecting “Published Workflows.” Search 

terms such as “aptamer” and “SELEX” may be used to find workflows relevant for aptamer 

HTS data.

8. What next?

8.1. Other available aptamer bioinformatics tools—Aptamer bioinformatics is a 

growing field with a variety of tools available for data analysis. These tools include motif 

searches [7, 14, 15], aptamer clustering [5, 10, 13] and other methods of in-depth analysis 

[9].

8.2. Citing Galaxy—Work published that uses the Galaxy web server should follow the 

recommendation within the Galaxy Wiki (https://wiki.galaxyproject.org/CitingGalaxy) and 

cite the following three publications:

1. Goecks, J, Nekrutenko, A, Taylor, J and The Galaxy Team. Galaxy: a 

comprehensive approach for supporting accessible, reproducible, and transparent 

computational research in the life sciences. Genome Biol. 2010 Aug 25;11(8):R86.

2. Blankenberg D, Von Kuster G, Coraor N, Ananda G, Lazarus R, Mangan M, 

Nekrutenko A, Taylor J. "Galaxy: a web-based genome analysis tool for 

experimentalists". Current Protocols in Molecular Biology. 2010 Jan; Chapter 

19:Unit 19.10.1-21.

3. Giardine B, Riemer C, Hardison RC, Burhans R, Elnitski L, Shah P, Zhang Y, 

Blankenberg D, Albert I, Taylor J, Miller W, Kent WJ, Nekrutenko A. "Galaxy: a 

platform for interactive large-scale genome analysis." Genome Research. 2005 Oct; 

15(10):1451-5.

DISCUSSION

The methods described are designed to enable aptamer HTS bioinformatics analysis using a 

platform that was originally designed to analyze HTS genomic data. Using the Galaxy tools, 

users can perform extensive pre-processing of HTS aptamer data, including removing 

adapter/barcode/constant region sequences, removing sequences with mismatches within the 

constant region, setting a variable region length cutoff, and counting the number of duplicate 
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reads. In addition, users can determine total reads and unique reads of each selection round. 

This information is used to calculate sequence enrichment and determine the progression of 

the aptamer selection. All aptamer selection data can be compiled into a single database 

where the round representation and number of reads for each sequence is tracked across all 

rounds of selection. This compiled aptamer selection database can then be easily analyzed, 

sorted and filtered.

The application of Galaxy public web-based tools for aptamer bioinformatics has several 

key benefits. First, Galaxy tools are “ready to use” and do not require any set up, such as 

compiling code or installing/updating programs. Moreover, Galaxy tools are available as a 

graphical interface rather than command line, further enhancing usability. The Galaxy 

Project is supported by multiple different entities and is thus well maintained, with extensive 

wiki guides and a strong user base. The web-based nature of Galaxy makes it a truly 

platform-independent working environment allows for easy sharing of data and workflows 

and does not constrain the user to a single computer. For example, Galaxy tools can be 

executed from a mobile device, where a user can analyze gigabytes of data representing 

millions of reads using only a web browser.

Since the application of Galaxy tools for aptamer HTS data analysis is an emerging method, 

there are limitations. For example, there are no tools in Galaxy that were created specifically 

for aptamer bioinformatics, such as paired end read merge with overlapping regions of 

sequence data. The current Galaxy tool for merging paired end reads (NGS: QC and 

manipulation/FASTQ joiner) will join paired end reads, but does not take into account 

regions of overlapping sequence information. There are also limited workflows available for 

aptamer bioinformatics. Finally, the capacity for in-depth analysis (e.g., motif searching and 

clustering) is limited as compared to other stand-alone aptamer bioinformatics programs [10, 

13, 15]. However, it is important to note that Galaxy has the potential to overcome all of 

these limitations as more aptamer scientists begin to utilize this resource to analyze aptamer 

HTS data.
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ABBREVIATIONS

SELEX Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential enrichment

HTS high-throughput sequencing
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HIGHLIGHTS

• Analyzing aptamer high-throughput sequencing (HTS) data using the Galaxy 

platform.

• Pre-process aptamer HTS data to isolate the variable region sequence 

information.

• Compile multiple rounds of aptamer selection data into a single database.

• Use the aptamer database for additional bioinformatics analyses.

• Histogram analyses, sorting and filtering to identify key aptamer sequences.
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Figure 1. Schematic of DNA Illumina amplicon
The amplicon includes an adapter sequence, priming regions, a barcode and the aptamer 

sequence with two constant regions flanking a variable region. Single end read sequence 

(Read 1) will begin with the barcode and may include only a partial sequence of the 3′ 

constant region if the read length does not extend through the 3′ constant region. Paired end 

read (Read1 and Read 2) will include sequence information from both ends of the amplicon. 

Pre-processing HTS aptamer data involves isolating the variable region sequence and 

eliminating reads with errors.
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Figure 2. Method for FASTQ barcode splitting (Section 2)
Files are noted in black and tools in grey. Multiplex Barcodes file refers to a barcode file 

containing the sequence identifiers for HTS data that has been multiplexed.
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Figure 3. Method for pre-processing aptamer HTS data (Section 3)
Files are noted in black and too ls in grey. 5′ constant Barcodes file refers to the barcode file 

containing the 5′ constant region to verify an intact 5′ constant region sequence within each 

aptamer sequence.
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Figure 4. Methods to compile all sequence data across all selection rounds (N, N=1 ...) into a non-
redundant database (Section 5)
A) Format round data. B) Create key file. C) Generate non-redundant database.
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Figure 5. 
Database analysis, sorting, filtering and exporting (Section 6).
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